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AF layer strengthens magnetization 
of fixed layer via exchange bias 
(aligning spin at junction). Fixed 
layer polarizes electrons that pass 
through it.

These spin-polarized electrons 
quantum tunnel through the 
insulating layer.

When passed through the thin, 
magnetized free layer, they cause 
switching of the nanomagnet or 
precession of the electron spin.

Problem Solving

Basic magnetic tunnel 

juncitons are made of 

ferromagnets and consist of 

three main layers: pinned 

(PL), insulating, and

free (FL),with an

optional anti-

ferromagnetic

layer (AF).2

The precession can 

emit GHz frequency 

signals and magnetic 

properties can be used 

for memory storage.2

Why Ferrimagnets?

Impervious to Magnetic Fields

Reduced Power Requirements

Higher Frequency Operation

Atoms in ferrimagnets have 

opposing magnetic moments that 

are unequal, so they are magnetic, 

but they require less power to 

manipulate and can switch or 

precess at higher speeds.1,2

Problem Statement and Goals

Experiments have shown that ferrimagnets can be used as fixed layers.4 For 

a free layer, it must be thin (<10nm), anisotropic, and have out-of-plane 

magnetism, with remanence and magnetization saturation about equal.

Construct free layer, ferrimagnetic, Heusler alloy device

Two possible causes of structural issues

This was data extracted from previous successful

construction of thick (~90nm) device by this group

directly on MgO substrate. As Heusler alloy was applied

in thinner layers, the XRD peak disappeared and the magnetization curve 

was not strong, likely indicating that the crystal structure was lost.

The Heusler Alloy XRD peak should be sharp 

and distinctive like this one, indicating that 

the crystal structure is well formed.

This hysteresis shows coercivity remanence

equal to saturation. It should also be 

anisotropic (different return path).

When crystals 
are grown

epitaxially,
prior layer
can cause 

strain (lattice 
mismatch) with 
next layer, 
causing loss of 
magnetism.

Manganese can 
diffuse with

MgO,
producing an

amorphous layer 
between them, 
which can also 
negatively affect 
magnetization.

Potential 
solution

Introduce 
vanadium layer 
between MgO
and Mn2RuxGa. 3

• Relaxes to fit 
MgO structure

• Does not
diffuse with 
MgO

Background

As peak travels in 
larger 2θ direction, 
this corresponds to 
relaxation of crystal 
and decrease in 
crystal height (c).
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Further Analysis

Magnetization varies with V thickness. Thick and thin 
vanadium layers lose magnetization. No samples show 
“square” loop indicating remanence near saturation point.

Before adding a V layer, 
in-plane magnetization 
for Heusler alloy was 
near zero. This change 
may indicate that the 
alloy was fully relaxed by 

the V and has
inherent in-
plane
magnetism
unless under
strain.

Start 

Here!

In-plane magnetism for RT sample is also unusual. V 
grown at RT is usually amorphous, 4 and subsequent 
layers do not form magnetic crystal structure.

23nm 46nmAFM shows V layer
smooth when thin.

Note striations of 
crystal pattern 

compared to mottled 
appearance.

Closer look at room temperature sample 

Room Temp vs 350ºC

RMS Roughness .228nm .491nm

Conclusions

· Vanadium layer affected Heusler crystal structure 
as expected. XRD shows that as V layer increased, 
crystal structure became more relaxed. 

·  Vanadium crystal layer may relax Heusler alloy to 
extent that magnetization shifts to in-plane.

· Vanadium amorphous layer shows some potential 
to induce in-plane magnetization in Heusler alloy.
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